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Codes and symbols of European tools, part I. This article has an extensive list of references. Greeks, Italians
and the earliest Balkan Iron Age. The landscape of industry: Patterns of change in the Ironbridge Gorge. The
accumulations of ancient slag in the south-west of the Iberian Peninsula. Considerations of the antiquity of
mining in the Iberian Peninsula. Royal Anthropological Institute, London. A study in pattern welding.
Structure and manufacturing techniques of pattern welded objects found in the Baltic States. Iron and steel in
the Industrial Revolution. Manchester University Press, London. The Industrial Revolution, Iron and steel in
the industrial revolution. Alan Sutton Publishing, UK. Austin, John, and Ford, Malcolm. Dronfield and Wilson
Cammell Scarsdale Publications, Sheffield, England. Functions of the alloying elements in steel. History of
the cotton manufacture in Great Britain. An eighteenth century steelmaking enterprise: The company of cutlers
in Hallamshire, The origins of the British steel industry. Journal of Historical Metallography Society. Early
steelmaking in the Sheffield area. Trans Hunter Archaeological Society. Blister steel, the birth of an industry.
The Metals Society, London, England. Crucible steel, the growth of technology. Swedish iron and Sheffield
steel. Transactions of the Newcomen Society. Steel in the Industrial Revolution. The Industrial Revolution in
metals. The Institute of Metals, London, England. Steel from years ago. Die geschichte des eisens in
technischer und kulturgeschichtlicher beziehung, von dr. Vieweg und sohn, Braunschweig. One of the
definitive histories of iron and steel. This important text is not available in an English translation. The
chemistry of the blast-furnace. The iron trade of the United Kingdom compared with that of the other chief
iron-making nations. British Iron Trade Association, London. Translated by Fritz Homman. Dissertatio
chemica de analysi ferri. Extracts from this text are reprinted in C. The manufacture of iron steel without fuel.
Cheltenham Meeting of the British Association [of iron makers]. A complete copy of this paper may be found
on page of Sir Henry Bessemer, F. On the manufacture and uses of steel with special reference to its
employment for edge tools. Sir Henry Bessemer, F. With a concluding chapter. Offices of "Engineering,"
London. A short history of Sheffield cutlery and the house of Wostenholm. The archaeological iron and tin
cycles. The economic history of the Bristish iron and steel industry The pirotechnia of Vannoccio
Biringuccio: The classic sixteenth-century treatise on metals and metallurgy. American Institute of Mining and
Metallurgical Engineers. Published by Dover, Mineola, NY in New World Dutch Studies: Dutch Arts and
Culture in Colonial America Roman Britain and early England: Thomas Nelson and Sons Ltd. The scientific
renaissance - Tool steel making in Styria. School of Mines Q. Le livre des metiers de Paris. Ulster Journal of
Archaeology. Almost all the axe-heads are illustrated with top and side profiles; a variety of medieval as well
as Roman ax patterns are illustrated including a number with the characteristic lugs of the Roman ax. Of
particular interest to students of the American ax are specimens Nos. This raises the question as to whether the
American felling ax, in comparison to the common European trade ax also illustrated is an indigenous form
unique to North America, or whether American pattern prototypes were already being manufactured and
utilized in late medieval and early modern Ireland - A. Other forms similar to American axes such as lathing
hatchets and campers axes are mixed in the grouping of the axes illustrated; the great majority of the axes
recovered are however, medieval in appearance. Did a Irish blacksmith immigrate to America and
manufacture the American felling ax based on a Irish prototype? The archaeology of the industrial revolution.
History of old Sheffield Plate. Longmans Green, London, England. Iron Bridge to Crystal Palace: Impact and
images of the Industrial Revolution. The coming of iron to Greece. Bronze Age metalwork in northern
England c. With a metallurgical index by R. Wayland, East Sussex, England. Iron and steel in Britian,
Analysis of ancient metals. The London tradesman, being a compendious view of all the trades, professions,
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arts, both liberal and mechanic, now practiced in the cities of London and Westminster. Calculated for the
information of parents, and instruction of youth in their choice of business. James Nasmyth and the
Bridgewater foundry. A study of entrepreneurship in the early engineering industry. Cantrell, John and
Cookson, Gillian. Tempus Publishing Limited, London, England. An excellent survey of the rise of English
engineering, machine design and construction in the early 19th century. Its manufacture and cost. Alloy steels,
their manufacture, properties and uses. Journal of Royal Society of Arts. History of the British steel industry.
The secret of the Hittites: The discovery of an ancient empire. Translated from the German by Richard and
Clara Winston. In documenting the dominance of the central Awatolean Europe of the Hittites over Asia
Minor between and BCE, Ceram makes no connection between the advances in the metallurgy of bronze horse
hardware and weapons production and the military prowess of the Hittites.
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The cotton manufacture of Great Britain investigated and illustrated: with an introductory view of its comparative state in
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William Atherton died in and his widow appears to have married again to Henry Whitfield in because Peter
Atherton refers in his will to a half brother Henry Whitfield and a half sister Elizabeth Fazakerly. He may well
have had some work in association with Thomas Vernon, a witness at the wedding, who was a watchmaker in
Pool Lane South Castle Street , Liverpool. Sadly Bridget seems to have died in March shortly after the birth of
Elizabeth. Ken was a founding trustee and chairman of the Greenfield Valley Trust: However, the enabling
foundations for these achievements were laid during the previous century. In particular specialised
machine-making evolved rapidly during the second half of the eighteenth century. Lancashire was a prime
area for such major developments spurred on by inventions for the cotton industry associated with Hargreaves,
Arkwright, Crompton and Cartwright with power generated by water wheels and later steam engines. The
demand for machinery and power systems led to the need for machine tools and skilled machine makers.
Clockmakers especially were important in meeting this need and in the early development of mechanical
engineering. They understood the principles of gears and the lathes and wheel cutting engines they used for
making the parts of large clocks could be readily adapted to manufacture parts for textile machinery. It was in
this context that Peter Atherton rose to importance. Several economic historians have suggested that Atherton
was a significant figure in industrial development during the last quarter of the eighteenth century. The later
Holywell mills had projections and they were much copied. Aspin, The Water Spinners, Otley, , pp. Chapman
adjudges Atherton to be the first really successful designer of the taller and generally steam powered textile
mills in the s and Tann refers to Messrs. He suggests that only a handful were built because steam power was
much more expensive to operate than water power in the s; J. Tann, The Development of the Factory, London,
p. There are many other scattered references to Atherton and his work and a rather more extended description
of him by Chris Aspin C. This article may help towards filling that gap. Enfield, General Biography, 10 vols
London, , i p. Baines, History of the cotton manufacture in Great Britain, London, , pp. These accounts have
been repeated in many later descriptions of Richard Arkwright including R. Spinners of Fortune, Manchester,
p. A working model was successfully produced. This was patented in by Arkwright with John Smalley as a
witness.
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This web publication contains , pages of information and , images on early companies, their products and the
people who designed and built them. Peter Atherton Jump to: The following information is condensed from
the quoted extracts, stating the original references: They understood the principles of gears, and the lathes and
wheel cutting engines used for making the parts of large clocks could be readily adapted to manufacture parts
for textile machinery. It was in this context that Peter Atherton rose to importance. He was also approached by
Peter Ewart , the northern area agent for Boulton and Watt to advise on the availability of skilled workmen in
the region [3]. The later Holywell mills had projections and they were much copied. Chapman [5] adjudges
Atherton to be the first really successful designer of the taller and generally steam powered textile mills in the
s, and Tann refers to Messrs. Tann [6] suggests that only a handful were built because steam power was much
more expensive to operate than water power in the s. These accounts have been repeated in many later
descriptions of Richard Arkwright. A working model was successfully produced. This was patented in by
Arkwright with John Smalley as a witness. The following advertisement dates from March, The reputation of
Mr Atherton as a mechanic, is a strong recommendation for his machinery, and when it is known that these are
the last exertions of his great talent, and the last of his construction that ever will offered to the public, the
importance of an early application must be obvious to such persons as are desirous of supplying themselves in
the best manner. This Land has also other good openings made into it, and will be divided into such lots as
will accommodate purchasers. For further particulars apply to Mr. James Rogerson, Manchester, or Messrs.
Wiatt and Forrest, attornies, Liverpool. This was probably the progenitor of the metal planing machine, and is
a type of machine overlooked by machine tool historians. His involvement in the mill at Chipping, known as
Kirk Mill, is examined in [13]. The mill is between Clitheroe and Preston. Atherton and Houlgrave were
joined in partnership by John Rose and James Budd, who was later replaced by William Harrison, the
partnership becoming Harrison and Atherton. After the death of Atherton, the mill appears to have been
continued by J. A Great number of good Cotton Workers, particularly young women, boys, and girls, from
eleven years old, and upwards, will meet with immediate employment, by applying to Peter Atherton and co.
Aspin, The Water Spinners, Otley, , pp. Tann, The Development of the Factory, London, p. Enfield, General
Biography, 10 vols London, , i p. Baines, History of the cotton manufacture in Great Britain, London, , pp.
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Chapter 7 : John Kay (spinning frame) - Wikipedia
The cotton manufacture of Great Britain investigated and illustrated: with an introductory view of its comparative state in
foreign countries / by the late Andrew Ure To which is added, a supplement completing the statistical and manufacturing
information to the present time.

Chapter 8 : The Davistown Museum
Full text of "The cotton manufacture of Great Britain investigated and illustrated: with an introductory view of its
comparative state in foreign countries" See other formats.
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